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Finding Information Online - Terminology 

Below is a list of keywords you may come across or need to know when conducting research online. 

Definition / Term 

 

Description 

Webpage A hypertext document that connects to the World Wide Web (WWW) 

Website A collection of webpages 

Database A collection of organised information that is stored electronically and retrievable from devices such as computers and phones 

Journal A scholarly publication that is published several times throughout a year – weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually etc. 

Periodical Another name for a journal or magazine 

Online journal Journals that are available online 

Online article An individual article from an online journal 

URL The unique link to an individual webpage. URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator. 

Subscription Many online services, including magazines, eBooks, databases and journals, require payment for use. Payments vary but can be once a 

month, quarterly or an annual fee for use. 

Peer review This is the process where an article, submission or webpage is reviewed by a team of experts in the same field before publishing. Most 

scholarly sources are peer reviewed. Examples of non-peer reviewed publications may include blogs, online forums and personal 

websites. Generally, you can check if a piece is peer reviewed under the about us section of a publication or website.  

Creative Commons  This is an online license which allows licensed media, such as videos or images, to be used under certain circumstances outlined under 

Creative Commons. 

Royalty Free This refers to the unpaid and free usage of media under certain circumstances. A common type is the use of royalty free music to 

accompany videos or recordings and images which can be generally found in online repository sites. 

Copyright This is a legal framework to protect content from misuse. Content that is copyrighted cannot be reproduced without its owner’s 

permission. Copyright is often represented with the © symbol. Copyright is often for a certain number of years and can be renewed. 

Plagiarism Plagiarism is when an individual takes someone else’s content and claims it as their own. It is vital that you understand how to reference 

someone else’s content. You should never copy and paste without quotation or referencing. Plagiarism is illegal and can have 

repercussions. Many third level institutions will file for formal investigation if they suspect plagiarism has occurred and may lead to 

serious repercussions for the individual. 
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Referencing The process where you refer to a published work, media piece or researcher who you are using in your own writing or research for 

validation.  

Referencing 

Systems/Styles 

Depending on the field of study, many subjects use a specific referencing system in their writing. When writing, you should always check 

what the publication or institution’s preferred referencing system is.   

Open Access A directory or repository that holds peer-reviewed content freely  

Search Engine A web portal that allows you to search for specific information or terms. For example, Google is a search engine.  

Domain This refers to the type of website it is. For example .com is a company while .gov is a government owned and ran site.  

Cookies A small piece of data stored in your web browser which lets a site know what you browsed or did while on their site. 

IP address The unique individual address of a device connected to the internet. 

Intellectual Property Refers to content, such as a patent, which is owned by an individual, group or organisation.  

Bias Refers to possible issues of reliability where an author’s individual opinion or stance may alter the information they have provided. 

 


